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ONE HUNDRED SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE TO UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII

One hundred full scholarships are available to University of Hawaii students. You must be in the junior or senior year. University of Hawaii students, and students in the junior or senior year of a junior college, high school, or college. You must be a resident of Hawaii, and be in the university, junior college, high school, or college that you attend. You must be a resident of Honolulu, and be in the university, junior college, high school, or college that you attend.

100 Scholarships Available to University of Hawaii

Eve McInvaille Stands Out in "The Glass Menagerie"

"The Glass Menagerie" - Eve McInvaille, the Colleen and Eve McInvaille, classmate. The play will be shown for the last time this year in the John Kills.

Featherston Reenacted Here

The Len Featherston collection, composed of all feathers, will be reenacted here next fall at 9 p.m. in the Brownell Hall. The collection will be shown for the first time in the John Kills.

Honors Frosh To Be Eligible For New Class

A new honor system, which adds to the College's honors program, will be announced later this fall.

Woman's Club Reenacts Here

A new honor system, which adds to the College's honors program, will be announced later this fall.
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Who Really Did Win Classes Night?

We would just like to make a few comments about Classes Night this year. In a preceding editorial, O. C. Johnsons' editotial page stated that this was a question as to whether it was really the classes that did win or lost. We would just like to say that we thought it did last week, and that their skill was certainly magnificent. Their Moslem was breathtaking, and we have heard many comments to the effect that the senior class truly deserved to win the title. The attitude was noticeable when the senior class made the entrance—this entire auditorium, including the other classes, was moved to applauses. We think respect for the senior class scored during the entire night.

Not only did the seniors command respect and attention, but also the Classes Night spirit was shared by all four classes. The class of Class IV are capable and promising students. The respective class songs were sung by the entire student body, as was the class game of "Oh, Brother, How Much Are You Worth." We know what this is, and it is true.

Thus, the individual classes received a feeling of oneness, and we think the entire student body really had this feeling. The classes united on the silver silver and also united on the even more covered respect of their present in the auditorium that night. The evening was entertaining and, one must say that this year Classes Night certainly reestablished its original purpose.

---
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NoREADING: I'm not sure what the JOHNSONIAN is trying to say. It seems like they are discussing some sort of school event or competition, and they are expressing their thoughts and opinions about it. However, the text is not clear and I cannot provide a more detailed response.
**Frosh, Don't Quit Now!**

Blind Date May Be Fun

Clemson Man, WC Woman

Have Many Dissimilarities

By LOISALE HANER

Hereafter simply at Whiteman, a freshman usually finds himself as his own best companion. brews from then on, when he has taken advantage of this the guy, when he has taken advantage of this opportunity to learn the "same thing" in "a different way." Have you heard how much it costs to get drunk? You and your friends have probably observed on their first blind date, "hi, this is my friend, let's go on a date, me, we go nowhere. Have you heard this story about a girl who is "drinking for fun" or by telling her friend's boyfriend, or her best friend's boyfriend, or her friend's boyfriend's best friend to see who can get the most blind dates? Wine is a very useful drink, however, it is possible for the girl who has the date to be the aggressor. It is unknown that she is sitting on her 藻ent,"people say, don't turn out that well, there.

**Archimandites Initiating New Members**

The members of the Archimandites Club will have an initiation program for its new members on Thursday night at 8:30 in the Archimandites room on the first floor of the administration building. The initiation ceremony will be conducted by the Archimandites, with all members of the club in attendance. The new members will be introduced to the club and its activities during the ceremony.

**Winthrop Teams Play Day**

Representatives, selected from members of the Winthrop Women's Association, will participate in the annual play day sponsored by the American and Italian Food Club. The event is open to the public and will feature various food-related activities.

**Douglas Studio**

314 OAKLAND AVENUE

"Phone For All Occasions"

PHONE 207-3822

**Douglas Studio**

314 OAKLAND AVENUE

"Phone For All Occasions"

PHONE 207-3822

**Lugi's American and Italian Food**

Hamburgers  
Pizza  
Steak  
Spaghetti

Buffet Lunchen 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

$2.95 per sale

**MARVIN Davis**

**CINEMA**

"Your Camps Theatre"

**ROBiT ROCK**

**SWEDEN**

**.DialogouS si Tuul**

**Tucan**

**EATery**

**MEARES**

**Coffee House**

**Live Entertainment**

**Tucan**

**El GRExO**
Who Really Did Win Classes Night?

We would just like to make a few comments about Classes Night this year. In preceding editorial, the appropriateness of Classes Night on this campus was second-guessed. It accomplished its original purpose. We would like to restate that since Classes Night was held last week.

Everywhere you turned and their spirit was simply magnificent. Their courtesy was breathtaking, and we have heard many comments to the effect that the senior class truly deserved to win.

But the spirit is not the only respect and attention, but also the Classes Night spirit was shared by all four classes. Each class, in its own fashion, presented a respective class song sung by the entire student body. We think that this is one of the finest things that the individual class that wins is important. It creates a unity that is based on the entire student body and in to togetherness.

Thus, the individual classes received feeling of togetherness, and we think the entire student body received this feeling together. The seniors gained the cortisol oval cap, and they also gained the ever-growing respect of those present in the auditorium at the ceremony that night. The evening was an enjoyable and entertaining one. We must say that this year Classes Night certainly accomplished its original purpose.

—D.C.

TJ Spies On Handbook Class, Discovers Exam Questions

Bicyclists: Arise For Equal Rights

A while ago The Status Symbol on campus was The Student Who Owned Her Own Bicycle. Now it is the Student Who Does Not Own Her Own Bicycle and the college gravitated and moved seriously to accept bicycling. And, for a time, all vehicles on campus had a parking space reserved for them.

But now a new transportation vehicle has been rediscovered. The latest "in" group are turning up their noses at cars and Fords. For intra-campus trade and short excursions, this group is clinging to the handy, old-fashioned bicycle.

Bicyclists claim derived advantages in favor of the all-American bike—they say it's quicker than walking and easier than running. Bicyclists also say that keeping it low is easy and the exercise helps figure projection.

In addition to the numbers who are already two-wheeled-around campus, others are probably even a larger group, who are enviously eyeing the students who bicycle and who are already making plans to acquire their own Bikes. In most hate cases Bikes are the kept, imported, foreign brands of com- mans and poppies. At any rate, hardly a day goes by that someone doesn't get a bike—or at least mention getting one.

But the real bicycle ownership is not always smooth—between the campus and campus. The new owner seems to discover that his bicycle parking space provided for her by the rules. Therefore she must leave it, proped against the dorm wall or anything else that looks like a suitable and safe parking space during classes. At night the two-wheeled vehicle is left by the dorm wall or by the steps in the way the owner himself has an impression to do it.

Frankly, we are predicting that the number of bicyclists on campus will continue to increase. Harvard, for instance, is in a fairly easy cycling distance for the student body. We think that the students feel like walking or the Burger-Chef. In addition, the completion of the new shopping center nearby should attract bicycle-users who don't care for a hike downtown.

And with the growing number of circles the problem of their parking will increase. Many times certain tents exist from class buildings are made hazardous for hurrying students by the bicycle.

Students also wonder about when they are supposed to park the vehicles. Certain rules are not always clear. In Harford. And, some worried, protection of their property is rather difficult—since these rules are lacking. A lime like night easily be signal err for vandalism while a group of the probably would not eat.

Now, we say, it is up to the students—owners of bicycles, the prospective owners and the walkers—who don't care to break a leg on a carelessly placed bicycle—to appeal to the authorities of the school administration for provision of these vehi- cles. The right to have the bicycle in a specific parking place, especially, makes the problem a common campus problem. The same problem exists at various colleges.

A. J. —

Taxes Could Support Scholarships

A new policy toward college scholarships has been gaining some support from educators, legislators and businessmen. This is that all students of sufficient mental ability should have the opportunity to obtain higher education at "tax supported" institutions if other funds are not available.

Many times capable and promising stu- dents are not able to attend college because they are unable to obtain sufficient funds. There are many scholarships available, but these often go to students of certain sort of conditions with them.

In some cases these scholarships cannot be ob- tained, but those involving in debt for several years, perhaps a promise of entering some sort of field to be made, and often an interest to be paid. Thus, the student is in debt with no opportunity for the present.

Therefore, many students of extreme ability are forced to take unskilled or semi-skilled employment. These last supported scholarships should be made available only to those students who are unable to obtain the Funds from another source.

The state tax program would do more that help these individuals; it would help the whole community by making more educated and trained personnel available to industry, science, government jobs and other positions.

A college education can elimate many hours of the on-the-job training.

Education is essential to have a college degree as it is to have a high school diploma. There are 30 student organizations in each college education would be available to everyone in America. It should not be too much to ask that a college education be provided to those who are interested in it, but not the funds, be assisted by scholar- ship funds provided by the state.

This policy, however, would meet with much opposition from the extreme conserv- e group, who might say that it would do little good in the present time. They might want to limit the number of students who would benefit as much from the pro- posed legislation. They feel that this would mean that the government would be responsible for the students who would benefit because these graduates would be available to all students.

The scholarships would not replace any existing ones. Otherwise, many of their programs would be cut, but not the funds, be assisted by scholar- ship funds provided by the state.
CAMPUS CHATTER

This Homecoming Edition of the Social Column is dedicated to Mr. Colbert, who faithfully read this column comically to find out what he classed as "silly.

THURSDAY

To all those teams who were slaughtered at their own homecomings... and to all the "dead soldiers" scattered along the wayside... before entering these hallowed ballrooms for another week.

WOPPORD (20) - TENNESSEE STATE (21)

At Wofford with her date from East Tennessee State... the two... Wofford on, anyway, were Camille Harrell, Joan Hughes, Joy Ann Jeter, Jennifer Joy Lane, Kendrick Jonas, Brenda Cole, Charley Alexander, Rosemary Gauly, Kathy Wood, Melinda Daniels and Ellen Jobe... Fronting in fractional action on the line... Sptidas, stora, Wood..., and... Wofford may want under the weather... too.)

The game Saturday night... Chuck Steele, Newberry, Pickens, Patricia Pippin, Mary Allen Greshon, Linda Harris, Mary Ann Elliott and Riley Moore... Among those knowing what... the Cowgirls... The Cowgirls were out on the field by high spirited undergraduates.

11. Where did the sun come on the first floor at Tillson? A. Room where by Kenneth dos B. Won by 12 for 1H ofsermen provides C. They were there during the night by high spirited undergraduates.

12. Whose picture has recently been burned on the ceiling? A. The best of the BWA representatives of all time... but... they can't think he graduated with the class of '90 C. Don't know... we can't find his office.

13. Does WBA really stand for A. Westing House America B. What's the beginning? C. They don't know and they won't tell.

14. One order of frozen food from hardwoods has been for the past... but... Mab's there. That's never one of the... It's one of the... What is Victor's Com-...!

Faculty Members Attend Meeting

Three members of the Westport faculty and their two guests arrived just before the annual dinner meeting of the Association of Teachers of Latin and Sacred Literature... in the Chateau d'Amboise with her date... In front of her were San An-

Newberry (20) - FRIDELIC COLLAGE (13)

Celebrating Newberry's victorious homecoming were Ann Longley, Jenny Ray Ry-... Mike Renee sponsored Bill Groce in the half-activities.

CLEMMON - Homecoming At the Phi Kappa house party at Camp Rocky Mount, Asheville, were Diane Anderson, Ann Perry, Ann Blythe, Tony Jones, Brown and Norma Bloodworth, who took advantage of the sporting activities involving the... To Lake Raho for the Nonme Society homecoming were Karen Smith, Minnie Billie, Letha Bost, Perry, Roy Hoover, and Phyllis Jeffers... A lot went to the State Phi while they were there, we did Reds Andy... Diane Grose was with the Sigma Nu... With the BAE's was Mary Bennett who's taking off the campus with that little Jaggery... Mary Ann Brum, Marty Gro-... Held Sue and John Tashbaker was with K's... A Delta Sigma Phi Pi went to Diane Anderson, and Harry Rar-... Grose gave a Sigma Big laveler to Lynn Curry.

CITADEL (20) - FURHAN

Undertaken by alert, snow, hail, or hurricane, the class... faced by an emergency-... storm warnings, many celebrated Citadel's Homecoming in beautiful weather... and many were under the weather... too.)

Speaking of hurricanes, this valuable information is being repeated by Brenda Fangman: How can you tell if an elephant is standing on your back or a hurricane? You can hear his ears flapping in the wind.

TJ Spies On Handbook Class

(Continued from Page Two)

six points from the first graduating class B. Broome of the first ID cycle C. Qualified members of four years. .

16. Where are you at now? A. Downstairs B. Out there C. I can't tell.

17. Where did the names come on the roof? A. Tilted on B. Room where by Kenneth dos C. Tilted on.

18. Whose picture has recently been burned on the ceiling? A. The best of the BWA representatives of all time... but... they can't think he graduated with the class of '90 C. Don't know... we can't find his office.

BOLD COLORS, BRIGHT POSTERS

Can Make Room Attractive

Whatever it's no sales... if the rooms are painted a dull, uninteresting style, try one of the very bright colors. Use a single stair door, and make room for a dark fireplace. Purchase at the colorful bookstore.

Flared wallpaper, stencils, or murals will make good-looking wall pieces.
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